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What do I want you to learn today?



1. The what/why of containers



2. How a (read: Workiva’s) DevOps model works



3. What matters when running containerized 
applications in production



Enterprises ❤ ☁





Containers are super popular



“By 2023, more than 70% of global 
organizations will be running more than 

two containerized applications in 
production, up from less than 20% in 

2019” - Gartner







Containers aren’t magic, but they are important



Brief, spotty and revisionist history of running 
applications









It turns out running and maintaining applications 
in the cloud is hard



Simplification is king



AWS succeeded in simplifying cloud 
compute



Instead of provisioning physical compute 
resources in a datacenter, I just ask 
AWS for VMs anywhere in the world



How do we simplify deploying/running 
applications?



What are containers?



Containers are essentially an abstraction for an application 
runtime. 

● OS packages
● Files
● Application code
● Networking configuration





With containers, instead of virtualizing the underlying computer like a virtual machine 
(VM), just the OS is virtualized.



Why containers?



Flexible: Even the most complex applications can be 
containerized.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



Lightweight: Containers leverage and share the host kernel, 
making them much more efficient in terms of system 
resources than virtual machines.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



Portable: You can build locally, deploy to the cloud, and run 
anywhere.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



Loosely coupled: Containers are highly self sufficient and 
encapsulated, allowing you to replace or upgrade one without 
disrupting others.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



Scalable: You can increase and automatically distribute 
container replicas across a datacenter.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



Secure: Containers apply aggressive constraints and 
isolations to processes without any configuration required on 
the part of the user.

Docker (v19.03) documentation



https://xkcd.com/1988/

https://xkcd.com/1988/


You can run something even if you don’t 
fully understand it.





Ok, I have a container. Now what?



Run it.



Where?



In the Cloud.



Oh, sure. I’ll just put my container in the 
cloud, do absolutely nothing else, and 

make tons of money.



Containers are just a tool.



What we really need are applications 
that are available from anywhere in the 
world, safely persist data, and tolerate 

the inconsistencies of the internet.



So what do I do?



Kubernetes (K8s)



Originally developed by Google, 
Kubernetes is an open-source container 

orchestration platform designed to 
automate the deployment, scaling, and 

management of containerized 
applications.

https://kubernetes.io/
https://blog.newrelic.com/engineering/container-orchestration-explained/
https://blog.newrelic.com/engineering/container-orchestration-explained/


https://blog.newrelic.com/engineering/what-is-kubernetes/

https://blog.newrelic.com/engineering/what-is-kubernetes/


What is a pod?

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/


How do teams deploy their application 
code at Workiva?



Or, how does DevOps work at Workiva?



Repo Docker 
builder

Release 
Pipeline K8s











Let’s go for a spin

https://infrastructure.newrelic.com/accounts/2361833/kubernetes?cluster=staging


Let’s talk about scale



Multiple dimensions of scale
Horizontal node scaling (easy)

Vertical node scaling (ok, probably just use separate node groups)

Horizontal pod scaling (k8s primitive)

Vertical pod scaling (go home app, you’re drunk)



What I’ve learned about running containers



Buy, don’t build



(You can buy for $0 - open source)



Reliability is king



Well, actually, Observability is King


